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Background Decision Support Systems
Target users

Requirements for doctors and patients have only limited overlap
Tools are seldomly used by both

cDSS PDA
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• Provide information
• Intelligently filtered
• At appropriate times
• To improve health care



DSS for Doctors and health care providers
A tool to assist clinical decision making

• Increasing amount of diagnostic/prognostic
information

• Increasing amount of treatment options

Optimal diagnosis /disease classification / treatment choice for an individual patient?
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DSS for Doctors and HCP: Clinical Decision Making

Saposnik et al, 2016, BMC Med Inf Decis Mak

Doctors are humans too……….



DSS for doctors: Not a replacement!

Humans are apes
There is only so much information we can 

hold at the same time

Quantitative  Image Analysis
Will disrupt current interpretative, 

subjective imaging

Skipping the boring (and time-consuming) step
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Decreasing interobserver variability

DSS for doctors: Not a replacement!

Tao et al. Radiother Oncol 2015; 
Tappeiner et al Int J Comput Assist 
Radiol Surg 2019

Ongoing project at The D-lab: lungcancer delineation
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A tool to facilitate patient participation

85% of studies if it concerns cancer patients
• Information about the decision
• Information about options and outcomes
• Clarify preferences and values

DSS for Patients: Patient Decision Aid (PDA)

Chewning et al, Patient Educ Couns, 2015

Time trend
< year 2000: 50% of studies showed majority want to participate
> year 2000: 71% of studies!
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DSS for Patients: Definition of Patient Decision Aids

Tools that help patients become involved in shared 
decision making by clarifying the treatment or 
medical decision that needs to be taken. 

These tools provide information about the options 
and outcomes, and clarify personal values. To

o
ls

Paper

Video

Web-based

Apps
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Shared Decision Making
Patient participation in the process

“An interactive process during which patients and practitioners collaborate in choosing 
healthcare”

Légaré F, Stacey D, Brière N et al. A conceptual framework for interprofessional shared decision making in home care: Protocol for a feasibility study. BMC 
Health Serv Res. 2011;11:23
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Moving away from paternalistic approach
Continuum: 3 models for Decision Making

Paternalistic Shared Informed

“Doctor knows best“            “Decide together”               “Patient decides”
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Example PDA for patients: ongoing project lung cancer
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Example PDA for patients: ongoing project trial participation
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Use of Patient Decision Aids
Positive effect on patients

Level 1 evidence (review 2017)

• More knowledge
• Better understanding probabilities
• Increased confidence in decisions
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PDA’s: Barriers for implementation

Glenn & Urquhart, 2019, Curr Oncol

Reasons HCP do not refer patients to use Patient Decision Aids
• Lack of confidence in content
• Disruption established workflow
• Organizational passivity
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No widespread adoption………..
Elwyn, 2013, BMC Med Inform Decis Mak



Remove the barriers?
Are we done if we solve it?

Once we remove these hurdles, do we achieve the goal of shared decision making?
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Knowing your options, harms and benefits……..



My story
Thesis defense

February 2011

July 2011

Towards individualized treatment……..
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My story
Many choices to make

Breast conserving surgery vs mastectomy

With or without reconstruction

Neo-adjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy

Chemotherapy: yes/no

Hormonal therapy yes/no

Trial participation or not

Book with photo’s

Conversation with doctors and nurses

Brochure and CD

Breast surgeon
Plastic surgeon
Radiation oncologist
Medical oncologist
Family & Friends
Patients like me

Webbased tool: Adjuvant online

Second Opinion
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Radiotherapy: Necessary?

Radiation scheme: conventional or integrated boost

No tool No tool

No tool



Still choices to make, after all these years………..

My story

2017 change in guideline: Tamoxifen 10 instead of 5 years

Evidence RCT’s benefit: HR DFS 0.86 

Search Pubmed for breast cancer and Tamoxifen: 16,777 hits
Only 2017: 511

Common side effects
• Fatigue
• Hot flushes and sweats
• Vaginal changes 
• Leg cramps
• Eye problems
• Skin rash
• Feeling sick
• Hair thinning
+ occasional effects
+ rare effects
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Meta-analysis Hellemond et al, Curr Treat Options Oncol, 2018



My story
Number for 1 year distant recurrence
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Absolute risk: distant recurrence rate 1% / year

5 years of  Tamoxifen 50 out of 5,000
10 years of Tamoxifen 43 out of 5,000

Pan et al, N Eng J Med, 2017

Distant mets: 13% in 15 year
Together with other Recurrences: 22% in 15 year



My story
And here are the numbers for 10 year distant metastasis free survival
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But HR=0.86 is a point estimate
Confidence interval?

These trials started years before I was diagnosed

I want personalized information, beyond stage or age!
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AI and Precision Medicine: predictive modeling

Treatment A Treatment B

Outcome

Treatment benefit??

Outcome

Comparison



AI and Precision Medicine: Example STL

Ubels et al, 2018, Nature

Modeling approach
Simulated treatment learning
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Development of new methods is needed!



AI and DSS: Amount of data

Artificial Intelligence

Machine learning

Deep learning

Amount of data
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AI and DSS: How can we get big data?
Option 1: Distributed learning

Connect the data from multiple hospitals via ontology mapping, without 
data leaving each hospital. 

Send the model training applications to the different hospitals, and 
integrate results at the central location.

Larger databases will allow for a faster translation of radiomics decision 
support systems into the clinical environment. 
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Option 2: Synthetic data

AI and DSS: How can we get big data?

Bone strength estimation in severe osteoarthritis

Elangovan et al, 2017, Phys Med Biol

Yes, we can create realistic images….…….

…..and we can use them for modeling!!!
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Option 3: Collective intelligence / Crowdsourcing

AI and DSS: How can we get big data?

Crowdsourcing

Crequit et al, 2018, JMIR
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AI and DSS: Methodology

We still need to learn a lot about deep learning…….

• Many tuning parameters algorithms
• Possible bias of models

• Choice of optimization
• Biased data



AI and DSS: the black box debate

Improving doctor’s and patient’s understanding of DSS recommendation

Imaging: visualize what the “deep learning” algorithm “sees”

Other data sources (clinical info, omics data): Indicate most important features used for decision
For example LIME algorithm
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AI and DSS: the black box debate

Peeking Inside the Black-Box: Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)

Adadi & Berrada, IEEE, 2018
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AI and DSS: the black box debate

High dimensional spaces
Complex problems
Millions of calculations

Is explainability an absolute requirement?

Let’s not forget that the human brain is very much a black box



AI and DSS: future partners for life

Intelligent Decision Support Systems are already
developed and are here to stay
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https://www.raps.org, 2019

https://www.raps.org/


Next step: AI and individualized patient decision aids

Integration of personal and clinical information in a PDA

iPDA

Information
Prediction
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Conclusions

• DSSs and PDAs help doctors and patients
• Artificial Intelligence can improve current DSS
• Main challenges: insufficient data, methodology and interpretability
• These challenges can and will be solved
• Artificial Intelligence and big data: important for precision medicine
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Thank you
for your attention

Questions? 
c.oberije@maastrichtuniversity.nl
Visit us: www.TheDLab.info



Use of patient decision aids

No widespread adoption………..

Study breast cancer patients:
only 50% was asked about their preferences

Lee et al, 2012, J Am Coll Surg

Elwyn, 2013, BMC Med Inform Decis Mak
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